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With growing success in experimental implementations it is critical to identify a “gold standard” for quan-

tum information processing, a single measure of distance that can be used to compare and contrast different

experiments. We enumerate a set of criteria that such a distance measure must satisfy to be both experimentally

and theoretically meaningful. We then assess a wide range of possible measures against these criteria, before

making a recommendation as to the best measures to use in characterizing quantum information processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many real-world imperfections arise when experimentally
performing a quantum information processing task. These
may arise either in the creation or measurement of a quantum
state, or in the manipulation of the state via some quantum
process. It is important to quantitatively measure and char-
acterize these imperfections in a way that is theoretically
meaningful and experimentally practical.

How can this be done? Quantum states can be completely
determined using quantum state tomography f1,2g and com-
pared using a variety of well-known measures f3g. Quantum
processes can be measured using an analogous procedure
called quantum process tomography f3–5g. However, the
problem of developing quantitative measures to compare real
and idealized quantum processes has not been comprehen-
sively addressed.

Ideally there would be a single good measure, a “gold
standard” f6,7g, enabling sensible comparison of different
experimental implementations of quantum information pro-
cessing, and agreed upon by experimentalists and theorists
alike. We will refer to candidates for such a gold standard as
“distance measures” for quantum processes, or as “error
measures” when we want to stress the comparison of real and
idealized processes.

Such an error measure would be extremely useful both
when comparing experiments with the theoretical ideal, and
in comparing different experiments that attempt to perform
the same task. Existing experiments in quantum information
processing have typically been assessed on a rather ad hoc

basis. For example, some implementations of quantum logic
gates have relied on demonstrating that those gates act in the
correct way on computational basis states si.e., verifying the
truth table of the gated and a few superposition states. Such
demonstrations are important, but it is clear that a figure of

merit that is standardized, theoretically well motivated and
experimentally practical would be a considerable step for-
ward. Parenthetically, we note that such a measure would
also be of great use in concretely connecting real experi-
ments to results such as the fault-tolerance threshold for
quantum computation f8g.

The purpose of this paper is to comprehensively address
the problem of developing such error measures. There is a
sizeable previous literature on this subject, but we believe
that there has been a consistent gap between work motivated
primarily by theoretical considerations, and work constrained
by experimental realities. Our paper aims to address both
theoretical and experimental desiderata.

The key to our work is to introduce a list of six simple,
physically motivated criteria that should be satisfied by any
good measure of distance between quantum processes. These
criteria enable us to eliminate many approaches to the defi-
nition of an error measure that a priori appear highly plau-
sible.

The criteria are as follows. Suppose D is a candidate mea-
sure of the distance between two quantum processes. Such
processes are described by maps between input and output
quantum states, e.g., rout=Esrind, where the map E is known

as a quantum operation f3,9g. Physically, DsE ,Fd may be

thought of in two ways, as a measure of error in quantum
information processing when one wants to do the ideal pro-
cess F but does E instead, or of distinguishability between
the two processes E and F. We believe that any such measure
must satisfy the following six properties, motivated by both
physical and mathematical concerns.

s1d Metric: D should be a metric. This requires three
properties, sid DsE ,Fdù0 with DsE ,Fd=0 if and only if E

=F; siid symmetry, DsE ,Fd=DsF ,Ed; and siiid the triangle

inequality, DsE ,GdøDsE ,Fd+DsF ,Gd.
s2d Easy to calculate: it should be possible to evaluate D

in a direct manner.
s3d Easy to measure: there should be a clear and achiev-

able experimental procedure for determining the value of D.
s4d Physical interpretation: D should have a well-

motivated physical interpretation.
s5d Stability [10]: DsI ^ E ,I ^ Fd=DsE ,Fd, where I rep-
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resents the identity operation on an additional quantum sys-
tem. Physically, this means that unrelated ancillary quantum
systems do not affect the value of D.

s6d Chaining: DsE2 +E1 ,F2 +F1døDsE1 ,F1d+DsE2 ,F2d.
Thus, for a process composed of many smaller steps, the
total error will be less than the sum of the errors in the
individual steps.

The chaining and stability criteria are key properties for
estimating the error in a complex quantum information pro-
cessing task. Because quantum information processing tasks
are typically broken down into a sequence of simpler com-
ponent operations, a conservative bound on the total error
can be found by simply analyzing the individual compo-
nents. This is critical for applications such as quantum com-
putation, where full process tomography on an n-qubit com-
putation requires exponentially many measurements, and is
thus infeasible. Chaining and stability enable one to instead
benchmark the constituent processes involved in the compu-
tation, which can then be used to infer that the entire com-
putation is robust.

Many other properties follow from these six criteria. For
example, from the metric and chaining criteria we see that
DsR +E ,R +FdøDsE ,Fd, where R is any quantum opera-

tion. This corresponds to the requirement that post-
processing by R cannot increase the distinguishability of
two processes E and F. Another elementary consequence of
the metric and chaining criteria is unitary invariance, i.e.,
DsU +E +V ,U +F +Vd=DsE ,Fd, where U and V are unitary op-

erations.
For both theoreticians and experimentalists, there are

strong motivations to find a gold standard satisfying these
criteria—the need for a physically sensible way of evaluating
the performance of a quantum process, and the need to com-
pare the success of a theoretical model to the operation of a
real, experimental system. For the experimentalist, however,
there is also another important consideration. That is the
need for diagnostic measures which can be used to build
insight into the source of imperfections in experimental
implementations. Diagnostic measures may not necessarily
be good candidates for our sought-after gold standard—they
may fail to satisfy one or more of our criteria—but they still
may be extremely useful in the experimental context. Thus,
some of the measures we discard as unsuitable for use as a
gold standard may still be useful as diagnostic measures.
Furthermore, it is not difficult to construct other examples of
useful diagnostic measures which are different to any con-
sidered in this paper. The detailed investigation of such di-
agnostic measures is, however, beyond the scope of the
present paper.

Prior work: The principal contribution of our paper is to
comprehensively evaluate many plausible error measures for
quantum information processing, within the broad frame-
work of the criteria we have identified. So far as we are
aware, none of the prior work has surveyed and compared
error measures against such a broad array of theoretical and
experimental concerns.

Error measures for quantum teleportation have received
particular attention in the prior literature, perhaps spurred by
controversy over which experiments should be regarded as
definitively demonstrating the teleportation effect f11g. Ex-

amples of this line of development include f12–17g, and ref-
erences therein. With the exception of Ref. f17g this work
differs from ours in that it is focused primarily on the prob-
lem of teleportation. Reference f17g has a more general fo-
cus, but is not primarily concerned with the development of
error measures, but rather with the question of when quan-
tum information processing can be modeled classically.

More mathematical investigations of error measures have
also been mounted, especially in the context of quantum
communication and fault-tolerant quantum computation. Ex-
amples of this work include f10,18–26g, and references
therein. This work soften embedded in some larger investi-
gationd typically focuses on one or a few measures of spe-
cific interest for the problem at hand. These papers thus dif-
fer from our work in that they do not attempt a
comprehensive survey of possible error measures against
some set of abstract criteria; nor, typically, do they address
experimental criteria such as ease of measurement. Nonethe-
less, while this prior work is different in character from ours,
it has greatly informed our point of view, and we will have
occasion to cite it on specific points throughout this paper. Of
particular relevance is Ref. f10g, which introduced one of the
key measures we use, the stabilized process distance, or S

distance sreferred to as the diamond norm in Ref. f10gd, and
emphasized some of the important properties satisfied by that
measure.

Structure of the paper: Secs. II and III summarize back-
ground material on quantum operations and distance mea-
sures for quantum states.

Section IV is the core of the paper, comprehensively sur-
veying possible approaches to the definition of error mea-
sures. Our strategy is to cast a wide net, considering many
different possible approaches to the definition of a distance
measure, and then to use our list of criteria to eliminate as
many approaches as possible. This means a certain amount
of tedium as we propose and then reject certain a priori

plausible candidate error measures. The benefit of going
through this process of elimination is considerable, however.
First, it gives us confidence that the few measures we iden-
tify as particularly promising should be preferred over all
other measures. Indeed, we quickly eliminate all but four of
the measures we define as follows: the Jamiolkowski process

fidelity sJ fidelityd, the Jamiolkowski process distance sJ dis-
tanced, the stabilized process fidelity sS fidelityd, and the sta-

bilized process distance sS distanced. Second, in several in-
stances we show that error measures proposed previously in
the literature sin one case, by one of the authors of this pa-
perd should be rejected as inadequate.

Section V applies the four promising measures identified
in Sec. IV to the concrete problem of quantum computation,
showing that each measure has a useful operational interpre-
tation in terms of the success or failure of a quantum com-
putation.

Section VI concludes the paper with a summary of our
results, and the identification of the S distance and the S

fidelity as the two measures whose properties make them the
most attractive candidates for use as a gold standard in quan-
tum information processing. We do not make a final recom-
mendation as to which of these two measures should be used,
since they have extremely similar strengths and weaknesses.
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However, we do discuss and make definite recommendations
regarding the reporting of quantum information processing
experiments. Furthermore, we sketch future research direc-
tions which may ameliorate some of the weaknesses of one
or both measures, and which may therefore make it possible
to definitively choose a single measure as a gold standard.

II. DESCRIBING QUANTUM PROCESSES

Quantum operations describe the most general physical
processes that may occur in a quantum system f3g, including
unitary evolution, measurement, noise, and decoherence.
Any quantum operation may be given the operator-sum rep-

resentation relating input rin and output rout states,

rout = Esrind = o
j

E jrinE j
†, s1d

where the operators E j are known as operation elements, and
obey the condition that o jE j

†E j ø I f27g. Note that the opera-
tion elements hE jj completely describe the effect of the pro-

cess. We will mostly be concerned with the case of trace-
preserving operations, for which o jE j

†E j = I. Physically, this
corresponds to the requirement that E represents a physical
process without post-selection f28g. Many of our results ex-
tend easily to the case of non-trace-preserving operations,
but to ease the exposition we assume processes are trace-
preserving unless otherwise noted.

The operator-sum representation has the drawback that it
is not unique, in the sense that there is a freedom in the
choice of operation elements f3g. This is inconvenient if we
are trying to compare two processes. To alleviate this, let us
fix a basis hA jj for the space of operators, choosing for con-

venience a basis orthonormal under the Hilbert-Schmidt in-
ner product, i.e., trsA j

†Akd=d jk f29g. We can use this basis to

expand the operation elements, E j =oma jmAm, and rewrite
Eq. s1d,

Esrd = o
mn

sxEdmnAmrAn
†, s2d

where sxEdmn;o ja jma jn
* are the elements of the process ma-

trix, xE. Equation s2d tells us that the process matrix com-
pletely describes the action of the quantum process. The big
advantage of the process matrix representation is that, unlike
the operator-sum representation, once the basis hA jj is chosen

the process matrix can be shown to be unique to the process
f30g; i.e., it depends only on E, not on the particular choice of
operation elements hE jj. We will not give an explicit proof of

this fact here, but note that this result follows easily from the
discussion below.

The process matrix gives a convenient way of represent-
ing the operation E. A closely related but more abstract rep-
resentation is provided by the Jamiolkowski isomorphism

f31g, which relates a quantum operation E to a quantum state,
rE,

rE ; fI ^ EgsuFlkFud , s3d

where uFl=o jujlujl /Îd is a maximally entangled state of
the sd-dimensionald system with another copy of itself, and

hujlj is some orthonormal basis set. The map E→rE is invert-

ible, that is, knowledge of rE is equivalent to knowledge of E

f32g. This isomorphism thus allows us to treat quantum op-
erations using the same tools as are ordinarily used to treat
quantum states. For later use we note the useful property
rE^F=rE ^ rF.

The state rE and the process matrix xE are closely related.
A direct calculation shows that if one chooses the operator
basis sets hA jj= humlknuj, then xE=drE, as matrices. Thus we

shall refer to both xE and rE as the process matrix, and treat
them interchangeably. This is very convenient, as rE is easy
to work with mathematically, using the expression Eq. s3d,
while the elements of xE have an obvious physical signifi-
cance, expressed by Eq. s2d.

We conclude this section with a comment on our nota-
tional conventions. We often use notation like c to denote
either a pure state ucl or the corresponding density matrix
uclkcu, with the meaning to be determined from context.

Thus, for example, we may write c=au0l+bu1l to indicate a
pure state of a single qubit, while also writing Escd to indi-

cate a quantum operation E acting on the density matrix cor-
responding to that pure state.

III. DISTANCE MEASURES FOR QUANTUM STATES

A natural starting place for an attempt to define a measure
of distance for quantum processes is to consider measures of
distance for quantum states. The quantum information sci-
ence community has identified the trace distance and the
fidelity as particularly important approaches to the definition
of a distance measure for states f33g, and these two measures
will serve as the basis for our later definitions of distance
measures for quantum operations. In keeping with the aims
of the paper, we do not make a choice between the trace
distance and the fidelity at the outset. Instead, our preference
is to develop distance measures for quantum operations
based on both the trace distance and the fidelity, and then
assess them using the criteria discussed in the introduction.
We now briefly review the basic properties of the trace dis-
tance and the fidelity.

The trace distance: The trace distance between density

matrices r and s is defined by Dsr ,sd; 1

2 tr ur−su, where

uX u ;ÎX†X. From this definition it follows that the trace dis-
tance is a genuine metric on quantum states, with 0øDø1.
The trace distance also has many other attractive properties
that make it a particularly good measure of distance between
quantum states. We now briefly describe three of these.

First, the trace distance has a compelling physical inter-
pretation as a measure of state distinguishability. Suppose
Alice prepares a quantum system in the state r with prob-

ability
1

2 , and in the state s with probability
1

2 . She gives the
system to Bob, who performs a POVM measurement f3g
to distinguish the two states. It can be shown that Bob’s
probability of correctly identifying which state Alice pre-
pared is 1 /2+Dsr ,sd /2. That is, Dsr ,sd can be interpreted,

up to the factor 1 /2, as the optimal bias in favor of Bob
correctly determining which of the two states was prepared.
This physical interpretation follows from the identity
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Dsr ,sd=maxEøI trfEsr−sdg f34g, where the maximum is

over all positive operators E satisfying Eø I.
Second, the trace distance possesses the contractivity

property f35g, that is, D(Esrd ,Essd)øDsr ,sd whenever E is

a trace-preserving quantum operation. This statement ex-
presses the physical fact that a quantum process acting on
two quantum states cannot increase their distinguishability.
Contractivity follows from the physical interpretation of
Dsr ,sd described above.

Third, the trace distance is doubly convex, i.e., if p j are
probabilities then Dso jp jr j ,o jp js jdøo jp jDsr j ,s jd. This in-

equality can be physically interpreted as the statement that
the distinguishability between the states o jp jr j and o jp js j,
where j is not known, can never be greater than the average
distinguishability when j is known, but has been chosen at
random according to the distribution p j.

Fidelity: The fidelity between density matrices r and s is
defined by

Fsr,sd ; trsÎÎrsÎrd2. s4d

When r=c is a pure state, this reduces to Fsc ,sd= kcusucl,
the overlap between c and s.

The fidelity also has many attractive properties. It can be
shown that 0øFsr ,sdø1, with equality in the second in-

equality if and only if r=s. The fidelity is thus not a metric
as such, but serves rather as a generalized measure of the
overlap between two quantum states. The fidelity is also
symmetric in its inputs, Fsr ,sd=Fss ,rd, a fact that is not

obvious from the definition we have given, but which fol-
lows from other equivalent definitions.

There is an ambiguity in the literature in the definition of
fidelity that is worth commenting on here. Both the quantity
defined above and its square root have been referred to as the
fidelity, and both have many appealing properties f36g.

Nevertheless, we strongly advocate using the definition of
Eq. s4d, despite the other definition being used in references
such as Ref. f3g. As we will see in Sec. V, adopting the
definition of Eq. s4d gives rise to a measure of distance be-
tween quantum processes with a physically compelling inter-
pretation in terms of the probability of success of a quantum
computation. Adopting the other definition of fidelity would
make about as much sense as reporting the square root of the
probability that the quantum computation succeeded.

Although not a metric, the fidelity can easily be turned
into a metric. Two common ways of doing this are the Bures

metric, defined by Bsr ,sd;Î2−2ÎFsr ,sd, and the angle,

defined by Asr ,sd;arccosÎFsr ,sd. The origin of these

metrics can be seen intuitively by considering the case when
r and s are both pure states. The Bures metric is just the
Euclidean distance between the two pure states, with respect
to the usual norm on state space f37g, while the angle is, as
the name suggests, just the angle between the two states,
with respect to the usual inner product on state space.

In addition to the angle and the Bures metric we will find
it convenient to introduce a third metric based on the fidelity.
This metric does not seem to have been previously recog-
nized in the literature, but arises naturally later in this paper
in the context of quantum computation. It is defined by

Csr ,sd;Î1−Fsr ,sd. The only difficult step in proving this

is a metric is the proof of the triangle inequality f38,39g.
In later sections our discussion will sometimes focus on

the fidelity, and sometimes on metrics derived from the fi-
delity. We will say that a metric DFsr ,sd on state space is a

fidelity-based metric if it is a monotonically decreasing func-
tion of the fidelity Fsr ,sd. Obviously the angle, the Bures

metric and Cs· , · d are all fidelity-based metrics. It is often the

case that the specific details of the metric used are not im-
portant, and whenever possible we state results using the
fidelity as a single unifying concept. However, sometimes it
will prove advantageous to use the fidelity-based metrics di-
rectly. In particular, they have the advantage of satisfying the
triangle inequality, which turns out to be useful proving the
chaining criterion fproperty s6dg.

Like the trace distance, the fidelity and its derived metrics
have many other nice properties. It can be shown f40g that
F(Esrd ,Essd)ùFsr ,sd for any trace-preserving quantum

operation E. We call this the monotonicity property of the
fidelity. It follows that any fidelity-based metric satisfies a
contractivity property analogous to that satisfied by the trace
distance.

The fidelity also satisfies a property analogous to the
double convexity of the trace distance. Precisely, the square
root of the fidelity is doubly concave, that is,
Fso jp jr j ,o jp js jd

1/2ùo jp jFsr j ,s jd
1/2. This double concavity

can be used to prove double convexity of certain fidelity-
based metrics. In particular, supposing DF is a fidelity-based
metric which is convex in the square root of the fidelity fthe
angle, the Bures metric and Cs· , · d are all easily verified to

have this propertyg, then it is easy to verify that DF is doubly
convex.

One drawback of the fidelity is that it is difficult to find a
compelling physical interpretation. When r and s are mixed
states, no completely satisfactory interpretation of the fidelity
is known sbut cf. Refs. f41,42gd. When r=c is a pure state,
we have Fsc ,sd= kcusucl, the overlap between c and s.

Physically, we might imagine s is an attempt to prepare the
pure state c. In this case the fidelity coincides with the prob-
ability that a perfect measurement testing whether the state is
c will succeed. It is this property of the fidelity that is used
in Sec. V to connect our fidelity-based error measures for
quantum processes to the probability of success of a quantum
computation.

General comments: The fidelity is, at present, perhaps
somewhat more widely used in the quantum information sci-
ence community than is the trace distance. However, we
shall see below that the trace distance and the fidelity have
complementary advantages as a basis for developing mea-
sures of distance for quantum operations, and so it is useful
to investigate both. In any case, the two measures are, as one
might expect, quite closely related. In particular, it is pos-
sible to show that they are related by the inequalities f43g,

1 − ÎFsr,sd ø Dsr,sd ø Î1 − Fsr,sd . s5d

It is not difficult to construct examples of saturation for both
inequalities. Note that the second inequality is always satu-
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rated for pure states, i.e., Dsc ,fd=Î1−Fsc ,fd for pure

states c and f.

IV. ERROR MEASURES FOR QUANTUM PROCESSES

Our goal in this paper is to recommend a single error
measure enabling researchers to compare the performance of
quantum information processing experiments against the the-
oretical ideal. As the basis for such a recommendation, in
this section we comprehensively survey possible definitions
of such error measures, and do a preliminary assessment of
each measure against the criteria introduced earlier in this
paper.

We take three basic approaches to defining an error mea-
sure for processes. In Sec. IV A we investigate approaches
based on the process matrix, rE. In Sec. IV B we investigate
approaches based on the average behavior of a process. Fi-
nally, in Sec. IV C we investigate approaches based on the
worst-case behavior of a process. In each case we investigate
measures based on both the trace distance and the fidelity.
We will describe connections between the various measures,
and identify four measures of particular merit. The properties
of these four measures will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.

Nomenclature: in the following treatment we shall use the
unadorned symbol D to mean a metric between states. Our
approach is to use state-based metrics to form metrics be-
tween processes, and these will also be represented by D but
with a subscript denoting the method used, e.g., Dave is a
process metric based on the average over input states. Where
we need to specialize to a specific state metric we will use a
superscript with the symbol representing that metric sA, B,
C, and D from Sec. IIId, or use that symbol directly with a
subscript for the method, e.g., Dave

D ;Dave is the process met-
ric based on the average trace distance. The chief departure
from these conventions will be due to the fidelity, which is
not a metric. We will use the notation DF to mean any metric

derived from the fidelity se.g., A, B, and Cd and the symbol F

with a subscript to mean a process measure based on fidelity,
for example, Fave is the average fidelity.

A. Error measures based on the process matrix

Suppose Dsr ,sd is any metric on the space of quantum

states. A natural approach to defining a measure Dpro of the
distance between two quantum processes is

DprosE,Fd ; DsrE,rFd . s6d

Defining Dpro in this way automatically gives Dpro the metric
property. Provided Ds· , · d is easy to calculate, Dpro is also

easy to calculate. Furthermore, since E can be experimentally
determined using quantum process tomography, it follows
that Dpro can be experimentally measured, at least in prin-
ciple.

What about the other properties? The properties of stabil-
ity and chaining can be obtained by making some natural
extra assumptions about the state metric D, which we now
describe. Suppose first that the metric D is stable in the sense
that Dsr ^ t ,s ^ td=Dsr ,sd. This is easily seen to be the

case for the trace distance and for any fidelity-based metric,
for example. The stability property for Dpro follows immedi-
ately:

DprosI ^E,I ^Fd =DsrI ^ rE,rI ^ rFd =DsrE,rFd =DprosE,Fd.

The chaining property can be proved, with some caveats
to be described below, by assuming that Ds· , · d is contrac-

tive, i.e., D(Esrd ,Essd)øDsr ,sd, for trace-preserving opera-

tions E. We have already seen that this is a natural physical
assumption satisfied by the trace distance and any fidelity-
based metric.

Suppose then that D is contractive with respect to trace-
preserving operations. We claim that Dpro satisfies the chain-
ing property,

DprosE2 + E1,F2 + F1d ø DprosE2,F2d + DprosE1,F1d ,

provided F1 is doubly stochastic, i.e., F1 is trace preserving
and satisfies F1sId= I; this assumption is used at a certain

point in our proof of chaining. This may seem like a signifi-
cant assumption, since physical processes such as relaxation
to a finite temperature are not doubly stochastic. However, in
quantum information science we are typically interested in
the case when F1 and F2 are ideal unitary processes, and we
are using Dpro to compare the composition of these two ideal
processes to the experimentally realized process E2 +E1. Since
unitary processes are automatically doubly stochastic, it fol-
lows that chaining holds in this case, which is the case of
usual interest.

The proof of chaining begins by applying the triangle in-
equality to obtain

DprosE2 + E1,F2 + F1d = DsrE2+E1
,rF2+Fd s7d

øDsrE2+E1
,rE2+F1

d + DsrE2+F1
,rF2+F1

d . s8d

Then note the easily verified identity rE+F= sFT
^ EdsFd,

where F is the maximally entangled state defined earlier, we
define FTsrd;o jF j

TrF j
*, and F j are the operation elements

for F fcf. Eq. s1dg. Applying this identity to both density
matrices in the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. s8d
gives

DprosE2 + E1,F2 + F1d

øDsrE2+E1
,rE2+F1

d + D„sF1
T

^ E2dsFd,sF1
T

^ F2dsFd… .

s9d

The double stochasticity of F1 implies that F1
T is a trace-

preserving quantum operation. We can therefore apply con-
tractivity to both the first and the second terms on the right-
hand side of Eq. s9d, giving the desired result.

Only one property of Dpro remains in question, and that is
whether or not it has a good physical interpretation. We will
see in Sec. V that Dpro and Fpro can both be related in a
natural way to the average probability with which a quantum
computation fails or succeeds, providing a good physical in-
terpretation for these quantities.

Although Dpro may be calculated easily in principle for
both the trace distance and fidelity-based approaches, the
fidelity-based measures have some substantial advantages.
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The reason is that, so far as we are aware, experimentally
determining Dpro requires doing full process tomography,
which for a d-dimensional quantum system requires the es-
timation of d4−d2 observable averages. By contrast, when U

is a unitary operation it turns out that the fidelity FprosE ,Ud
sand related error measuresd can be determined based upon
the estimation of at most 2d2 observable averages, and in
particular, d2 observable averages for qubits. This makes
FprosE ,Ud and related error measures substantially easier to

determine experimentally than Dpro. The key to proving this
is the observation f44g

FprosE,Ud =
1

d3o
j

trfUU j
†
U†EsU jdg , s10d

where the hU jj are a basis of unitary operators orthogonal

under the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, satisfying
trsU j

†Ukd=dd jk. Up to scaling we saw an example of such a

set in Sec. II, the n-qubit tensor products formed from the
Pauli matrices and the identity matrix. Eq. s10d does not
provide a direct way of estimating Fpro. But suppose
we expand the U j in terms of a set of input states, rk:
U j =oka jkrk. These input states must span the entire operator
space, and thus there must be d2 of them; we will see an
explicit example below for two qubits. We also expand
UU jU

† in terms of a set of observables, sl, UU jU
†=olb jlsl.

These observables must also span the entire operator space.
Substitution into Eq. s10d gives

FprosE,Ud =
1

d3o
kl

Mkl trfslEsrkdg , s11d

where Mkl;o jb jla jk. This equation gives a method to evalu-
ate Fpro, choose a spanning set of d2 input states rk which can
be prepared experimentally, and a set of observables sl

whose averages we can reliably measure; determine the ma-
trix M = sMkld, whose elements depend only on known quan-

tities srk, sl, and the idealized operation Ud, not on the un-
known E. The nonzero matrix elements in M will determine
which observable averages need to be estimated for calculat-
ing FprosE ,Ud. In general, d4 observable averages will need

to be estimated. However, suppose we choose some fixed set
of rk, and then define sl;okaklUUkU

† f45g. In this case it is
easily verified that Eq. s11d simplifies to

FprosE,Ud =
1

d3o
k

trfskEsrkdg , s12d

which only requires between d2 and 2d2 measurements. The
drawback is that in this method we are not free to choose the
sl; they are determined by U and the rk.

In practical situations, certain input states and measure-
ments are easier to use than others. We envisage an experi-
mentalist choosing the set of input states and measurements
according to convenience and using the prescription above to
calculate which combinations are necessary. This in general
will be less than what is required to perform full process
tomography. This direct method has the additional advantage
of making it easier to estimate the experimental error in Fpro.

For example, consider an n-qubit process, U. Suppose we
select the U j to range over the n-fold tensor products of Pauli
matrices sincluding the identity matrixd. Suppose further-
more that for each qubit we select the input states from the
set hI , I+X , I+Y , I+Zj swhere X, Y, Z are the usual Pauli

operatorsd, so that we choose rk from the set of all possible
tensor products of the single qubit input states. Now, choos-
ing sl;okaklUUkU

†, we see that the akl will always be real,
and since the Uk are Hermitian then the sl are also Hermit-
ian. Thus Eq. s12d tells us that we need to estimate only d2

observable averages to evaluate Fpro for any U, much fewer
than the d4−d2 observable averages necessary to do full pro-
cess tomography on n qubits.

It is an interesting problem deserving further exploration
to find the minimum number of measurements required to
estimate Fpro when there are constraints on what input states
and observables are available. For instance, it would be use-
ful to know the optimal number for the case where we are
restricted to separable inputs and product observables, i.e.,
inputs and observables that can be given direct local imple-
mentations.

B. Error measures based on the average case

Another natural approach for defining error measures for
quantum operations is to compare output states and average
over all input state, where the output states can be compared
using the distance measures for states described in Sec. III.
We define

DavesE,Fd ;E dcD„Escd,Fscd… , s13d

where the integral is over the uniform sHaard measure on
state space.

While this approach seems intuitively sensible, it turns
out that the resulting measures satisfy few of our criteria.
The only two properties these measures appear to satisfy in
general, for an arbitrary state metric D, are the metric and
chaining criteria, both of which follow immediately from the
metric property of D.

The average-based metrics are less successful in meeting
the other criteria. Even when D is easy to calculate, it is not
obvious that the integral in Eq. s13d will have a simple form
that enables easy calculation of Dave. This, in turn, means
that Dave may not be so easy to determine experimentally. So
far as we are aware, no simple expressions are known for
Dave for any of the metrics we have discussed.

It is not surprising that the physical interpretations of
these metrics rely heavily on the possible interpretations of
the corresponding state metrics as discussed in Sec. III. The
earlier discussion of the trace distance, for example, follows
on to give a meaning for Dave. Suppose we are asked to
distinguish between Escd and Fscd for some c which is

known, but has been chosen uniformly at random. On aver-
age, the optimal probability of successfully distinguishing
the two processes will be 1/2+DavesE ,Fd /2. Thus,

DavesE ,Fd may be interpreted as a measure of the average

bias in favor of correctly distinguishing which process was
applied to a state c. With regard to the fidelity-based metrics,
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however, there does not appear to be any clear physical in-
terpretation for Dave because of the lack of any clear meaning
for the fidelity-based metrics.

Finally, completing the checklist of criteria, our numerical
analysis shows that Dave is not stable for any of the four
candidate state metrics we have investigated. Later in the
paper we describe in detail a method for “stabilizing” mea-
sures which are not stable; we now briefly note the results
that are obtained when this procedure is applied in the
present context. The idea is to introduce an ancillary system
A, and consider the quantity

Dstab-avesE,Fd ; lim DavesI ^ E,I ^ Fd ,

where the limit is that of large ancilla dimension. Using the
well-known result that a randomly chosen state of a compos-
ite system AQ sdim A@dim Qd has very close to maximal

entanglement f46,47g, it follows that Dstab-avesE ,Fd
=DprosE ,Fd, i.e., the stabilized average distance reduces to

the process distance considered earlier.
There is an alternative approach, available because the

fidelity-based metrics are nonlinear functions of the fidelity,
which is to create a measure based on the average fidelity,

FavesE,Fd ;E dcF„Escd,Fscd… . s14d

When F is a unitary operation, U, the average fidelity has a
physical interpretation that is at least plausible, as the aver-
age overlap between Uucl and Escd. It was shown in Ref.

f48g ssee also Ref. f19gd that Fave and Fpro are related by the
equation

FavesE,Ud =
FprosE,Udd + 1

d + 1
, s15d

where d is the dimension of the quantum system, and we are
restricting ourselves to the case where U is a unitary opera-
tion. This relationship makes FavesE ,Ud easy to calculate

f19,20g and also easy to measure experimentally, using the
techniques described in the preceding section for FprosE ,Ud.

Although Fave has several advantages sease of calculation,
ease of measurement, and a physical interpretationd, the out-
look for the other criteria is not so good. Not only is Fave not
a metric, it is not stable either, a fact that follows from Eq.
s15d and the knowledge that Fpro is stable. The same argu-
ment shows that measures analogous to A, B, and C based on
Fave will also not be stable. We do not know of any stable
metrics that may be derived as a function of Fave, and Eq.
s15d renders any such metrics equivalent in content to func-
tions based on Fpro so the only reason to use them would be
if they had better characteristics.

To summarize the results of this section, they show that
none of the average-case error measures we have defined are
particularly attractive. However, these negative results are
vital because these approaches are all fairly natural solutions
one might take to defining a plausible error measure. It was
therefore important to consider them carefully before choos-
ing to reject them.

C. Error measures based on the worst case

Our final approach to defining error measures is based on
the worst-case distance between Escd and Fscd. We define

DmaxsE,Fd ; max
c

D„Escd,Fscd… , s16d

where the maximum is over all possible pure state inputs, c,
and D is a metric on quantum states.

When D=DF is a fidelity-based metric, we see Dmax
F is a

function of the minimal fidelity, defined by

FminsE,Fd ; min
c

F„Escd,Fscd… . s17d

In the definition of Dmax, we maximize over all pure state
inputs. Is this maximum the same if all physical inputs, in-
cluding mixed states, are considered? In fact, it is fairly
simple to show that this is true, and therefore that it does not
matter if we optimize over pure or mixed states f49g. Sup-
pose D is a doubly convex metric, as are all the metrics
discussed in this paper scf. Sec. IIId. If the maximum is
achieved at some mixed state, r, then we have Dmax

=D(Esrd ,Fsrd). Expanding r=o jp jc j as a mixture of pure

states, and applying double convexity we see that the maxi-
mum must also be attained at some pure state c j. A similar
argument holds for Fmin, based on the double concavity of
the fidelity.

To assess the suitability of these measures, it is useful to
first note that Dmax has already been shown in general not to
be stable f10g, and similar arguments can be made to extend
this to the fidelity-based measures. In Ref. f10g, Aharonov et

al. resolve this difficulty by constructing a variant of Dmax

which is stable, but which otherwise has extremely similar
properties to Dmax. We now describe how this procedure can
be extended to define a stable version of Dmax for an arbitrary
state metric D, and defer for the moment discussion of the
other criteria.

Suppose the original system Q on which E and F act has
state space dimension d. It will be convenient to use sub-
scripts to indicate the system on which operations act se.g.,
E=EQ ,F=FQd. We introduce a fictitious d-dimensional an-
cillary system A, acted on by the identity operation IA, and
define the stabilized quantity f50g

DstabsEQ,FQd ; DmaxsIA ^ EQ,IA ^ FQd . s18d

The proof that Dstab is stable under addition of systems is
simple and has been included in Appendix A 1. In the same
way, we can also define a stable form of the minimum fidel-
ity, FstabsEQ ,FQd;FminsIA ^ EQ ,IA ^ FQd, with the proof of

stability following similar lines. Note that the stabilized
fidelity-based metrics Dstab

F are functions of Fstab in the obvi-
ous way se.g. we define as usual Astab, Bstab, and Cstabd.

Which of the other criteria for an error measure does Dstab

satisfy? It is straightforward to show that Dstab satisfies the
metric and chaining criteria. Furthermore, the stabilized
trace-distance Dstab has an appealing physical interpretation,
it is the worst-case bias in the probability of being able to
distinguish sI ^ Edscd from sI ^ Fdscd, where we allow an

ancilla of arbitrary size. We defer discussion of the physical
interpretation of the fidelity-based measures until the next
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section, where we will see that both they and Dstab can be
given an elegant interpretation in the context of quantum
computation.

What of the remaining criteria—ease of calculation and
ease of measurement? Unfortunately, no powerful general
formulas for calculating Dstab are known. Reference f10g
gives a general formula for the distance Dstab between two
unitary operations, but the more interesting case of the dis-
tance between an idealized unitary operation and a noisy
quantum process has not been solved, even for single-qubit
operations.

The good news is that Dstab and Fstab sand thus Astab, Bstab,
and Cstabd are easy to calculate numerically, because they can
all be reduced to convex optimization problems f51g. For this
special class of problem, where the task is to minimize a
convex function defined on a convex set, extremely efficient
numerical techniques are available. Among many other nice
properties, it is possible to show that a local minimum of a
convex optimization problem is always a global minimum,
and thus techniques such as gradient descent typically con-
verge extremely rapidly, with no danger of finding false
minima. In Appendix A 2, we prove explicitly that finding
Fstab belongs to this class of problems, and the proof for Dstab

follows similar lines.
We have seen that numerical calculation of Dstab and Fstab

can easily be carried out, and this enables a two-step proce-
dure for experimental measurement of either quantity, pro-
cess tomography, followed by a numerical optimization. Of
course, finding general formulas along the lines of FprosE ,Ud
or Dpro is still a highly desirable goal. Aside from the intrin-
sic benefit, finding general formulas would simplify the ex-
perimental measurement and determination of error bars for
Dstab and Fstab, and perhaps obviate the need for a full pro-
cess tomography, as Eq. s10d did for FprosE ,Ud.

V. APPLICATION TO QUANTUM COMPUTING

Can we find a good physical interpretation for any of the
error measures that we have identified? In this section we
will focus on interpretations that arise within the context of
quantum computation and we will find that of the error mea-
sures we have discussed, four have particularly outstanding
properties, Dpro, Fpro, Dstab, and Fstab. sNote that in the case
of the fidelity, it will actually be more convenient to state our
results in terms of the equivalent measures Cpro and Cstab.d

Assessed according to the criteria described in the intro-
duction, these four measures have already been found to be
superior to all the other measures we have studied. The ad-
ditional fact that each arises naturally in the context of quan-
tum computation strongly indicates that these four measures
are the most deserving of consideration as measures of error
in quantum information processing. We will return in the
conclusion, Sec. VI, to the question of which of these four
measures is the best possible measure of error.

There are a variety of different ways of describing quan-
tum computations, and it turns out that each of the four error
measures arises naturally in different contexts. We will dis-
cuss separately two broad divisions of quantum computation,
function computation and sampling computation looking at

both worst-case and average-case performance for each divi-
sion.

Most algorithms on classical computers are framed as
function computations. We will see that our error measures
can be given particularly compelling interpretations relating
to the probability of error in a function computation. How-
ever, in the context of simulating quantum systems it is often
more natural to consider sampling computations, where the
goal is to reproduce the statistics obtained from a measure-
ment of the system in some specified configuration. Again,
we will see that our error measures can be given good inter-
pretations in this context, albeit somewhat more complex
interpretations than for function computation.

The reason for treating the two types of computation
separately is at least partially a practical one, since both
types of computation arise naturally in the context of quan-
tum computation. However, a more fundamental reason is
that it does not appear to be known how to reduce sampling
computation to function computation. Rather remarkably,
even when there is an efficient way of computing a probabil-
ity distribution, there does not appear to be any general way
to convert that into an efficient way of sampling from that
distribution.

A. Function computation

In function computation, the goal of the quantum compu-
tation is to compute a function, f , exactly or with high prob-
ability of success. More precisely, the goal is to take as input
an instance, x, of the problem, and to produce a final state rx

of the computer that is either equal to ufsxdl, or sufficiently

close that when a measurement in the computational basis is
performed, the outcome is fsxd with high probability. Grov-

er’s algorithm is usually cast in this way, where we want to
determine the identity of the state marked by the oracle.

Function computation in the worst case: Suppose we at-
tempt to perform a quantum computation represented by an
ideal operation F that acts on an input uxl, where x represents
the instance of the problem to be solved, e.g., a number to be
factored f52g. This process succeeds in computing fsxd with

an error probability of at most pe
id, where “id” indicates that

this is the ideal worst-case error probability. Of course, in
reality some nonideal operation E is performed. A good mea-
sure of error in the real computation is the actual probability
pe that the measured output of the computation is not equal
to fsxd. In Appendix B 1, we show that

pe ø pe
id + DstabsE,Fd , s19d

pe ø fÎpe
id + CstabsE,Fdg2. s20d

Which of these inequalities is better depends upon the exact
circumstances. For example, when pe

id=0, we see that it de-
pends upon whether DstabsE ,Fd is larger or smaller than

CstabsE ,Fd2. With Eq. s5d in mind, it is not difficult to con-

vince oneself that either of these possibilities may occur.
Function computation in the average case: Once again

our goal is to compute a function fsxd using an approxima-

tion E to some ideal operation F. However, we now look at
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the average-case error probability p̄e that the measured out-
put of Esuxlkxud is not equal to fsxd, where the average is

taken with respect to a uniform distribution over instances x.
Correspondingly, we introduce p̄e

id, the average-case error
probability for the idealized operation F. We show that sAp-
pendix B 2d:

p̄e ø p̄e
id + DprosE,Fd . s21d

Unfortunately, we have been unable to develop a full natural
analogue of Eq. s20d based on the fidelity. However, we have
proved a partial analogue for when the ideal computation
succeeds with probability one sp̄e

id=0d. In this case,

p̄e ø CprosE,Fd2 = 1 − FsE,Fd . s22d

The proof uses very similar techniques to those used to es-
tablish Eqs. s21d and s20d, and is therefore omitted.

B. Sampling computation

In sampling quantum computation, the goal is to sample

from some ideal distribution hpxsydj; px on measurement

outcomes y, with x representing input data for the problem.
For instance, x might represent the coupling strengths and
temperature of some spin glass model, with the goal being to
sample from the thermal distribution of configurations y for
that spin glass. This type of computation is particularly use-
ful for simulating the dynamics of another quantum system.

Unlike Grover’s algorithm, Shor’s algorithm is usually
described as a sampling computation. The goal is not to di-
rectly produce a factor or list of factors, but rather to produce
a distribution over measurement outcomes. By sampling
from this distribution and doing classical post-processing it
is possible to extract factors of some number x. Of course, as
noted in Ref. f53g, it is possible to modify Shor’s algorithm
to be a function computation, taking an instance x and pro-
ducing a list of all the factors of x.

The desired result in sampling computation is that the
measurement outcomes y are distributed according to the
ideal probabilities pxsyd, for a given problem instance x. Sup-

pose, however, that they are instead distributed according to
some nonideal set of real probabilities qxsyd. How should we

compare these two distributions? There are two widely used
classical measures enabling comparison of probability distri-
butions p and q. The first is the Kolmogorov or l1 distance,
defined by Dsp ,qd;oyupsyd−qsydu /2. The second is the

Bhattacharya overlap, defined by Fsp ,qd;oyÎpsydqsyd.
Since these measures are in fact commutative analogues of
the trace distance and fidelity, respectively, we represent
them with the same symbols as their quantum analogues sD
and Fd. As with the trace distance, the Kolmogorov distance
can be given an appealing interpretation as the bias in prob-
ability when trying to distinguish the distributions p and q.
No similarly simple interpretation for the Bhattacharya over-
lap seems to be known, although it is related to the Kolmog-
orov distance through inequalities analogous to Eq. s5d.

The Kolmogorov distance and Bhattacharya overlap, to-
gether with the quantum error measures we have introduced,
can be used to relate ideal and real probability distributions

obtained as the result of a quantum computation.
Sampling computation in the worst case: Suppose we at-

tempt to perform a quantum computation represented by an
ideal operation F that acts on an input uxl, where x represents
the instance of the problem to be solved. The goal is to
produce a final state Fsuxlkxud which, when measured in the

computational basis, gives rise to an ideal distribution px.
Instead, we perform the operation E, giving rise to a distri-
bution qx on measurement outcomes. In Appendix B 3 we
prove that

max
x

Dsqx,pxd ø DstabsE,Fd , s23d

max
x

f1 − Fsqx,pxdg ø CstabsE,Fd2. s24d

Just as for function computation, which of these is the better
inequality depends upon the details of the situation under
study.

Sampling computation in the average case: Given the
same situation as for the worst case, we now assume that
problem instances are chosen uniformly at random. We will
therefore use the Kolmogorov distance and Bhattacharya
overlap between the joint distributions hpsx ,ydj; p and

hqsx ,ydj;q to measure how well E has approximated F.

Arguments analogous to that used in the worst case establish

Dsq,pd ø DprosE,Fd , s25d

1 − Fsq,pd ø CprosE,Fd2. s26d

VI. SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS,

AND CONCLUSION

We have formulated a list of criteria that must be satisfied
by a good measure of error in quantum information process-
ing. These criteria provide a broad framework that can be
used to assess candidate error measures, incorporating both
theoretical and experimental desiderata.

We have used this framework to comprehensively survey
possible approaches to the definition of an error measure,
rejecting many a priori plausible error measures as they fail
to satisfy many of our criteria. Although many of these re-
jected error measures are of some interest as diagnostic mea-
sures, none are suitable for use as a primary measure of the
error in a quantum information processing task.

Four error measures were identified which have particular
merit, each of which satisfies most or all of the criteria we
identified. These measures are the J distance sJamiolkowski
process distanced, the J fidelity sJamiolkowski process fidel-
ityd, the S distance sstabilized process distanced and the S

fidelity sstabilized process fidelityd, denoted Dpro, Fpro, Dstab,
and Fstab, respectively.

All four measures either are metrics sin the case of the
process distancesd or give rise to a variety of associated met-
rics sfor the process fidelitiesd. Moreover, all of the metrics
can be shown to satisfy stability and chaining properties
which greatly simplify the analysis of multistage quantum
information processing tasks, as described in the introduc-
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tion. The main differences arise in the criteria of easy calcu-
lation, measurement and sensible physical interpretation. We
now briefly summarize these remaining properties for the
four measures. Throughout this section, we assume that the
goal in each case is to compare a quantum operation E to an
ideal unitary operation U; the results vary somewhat when E

is being compared to an arbitrary process F.
sid J distance: There is a straightforward formula en-

abling Dpro to be calculated directly from the process matrix,
thus also allowing it to be experimentally determined using
quantum process tomography. The J distance can be given an
operational interpretation as a bound on the average prob-
ability of error p̄e experienced during quantum computation
of a function, or as a bound on the distance between the real
and ideal joint distributions of the computer in a sampling
computation:

p̄e ø p̄e
id + DprosE,Ud , s27d

Dsq,pd ø DprosE,Ud . s28d

In the first expression p̄e
id is the average probability of error

in the ideal computation, represented by U. In the second
expression, Dsq , pd is the Kolmogorov distance between the

real joint probability distribution hpsx ,ydj; p on problem in-

stances x and measurement outcomes y and the ideal joint
distribution hqsx ,ydj;q, for a uniform distribution on prob-

lem instances.
siid J fidelity: Once again, the J fidelity can be calculated

directly from the process matrix. However, there is also a
simpler formula for Fpro, Eq. s11d, allowing easy calculation
and measurement, without the need for full process tomog-
raphy. This is much more straightforward than the calcula-
tion for the J distance, and is likely to simplify the determi-
nation of experimental errors. As for the J distance, the J

fidelity can be given an operational interpretation related to
average error probabilities,

p̄e ø 1 − FprosE,Ud . s29d

Fsq,pd ù FprosE,Ud . s30d

In the first expression we are now restricted to ideal compu-
tations U which succeed perfectly, i.e., p̄e

id=0. In the second
expression, Fsq , pd is the Bhattacharya overlap between

the real and ideal joint probability distributions, p and q,
again for a uniform distribution on problem instances.

siiid S distance: There is no known elementary formula
for Dstab, but we have proved that calculating the S distance
is equivalent to a convex optimization problem, which can
be efficiently solved numerically, given knowledge of the
process. This, in turn, enables Dstab to be measured experi-
mentally, by performing full quantum process tomography.
The S distance can be simply interpreted as a bound on the
worst-case error probability pe for a function computation,
and as a bound on the maximum distance between the real
and ideal output distributions of a sampling computation,

pe ø pe
id + DstabsE,Ud , s31d

max
x

Dsqx,pxd ø DstabsE,Ud . s32d

In the first expression pe
id is the worst-case error probability

in the ideal computation, U. In the second expression
Dsqx , pxd is the Kolmogorov distance between the real and

ideal output probability distributions hqxsydj;qx and px,

and we take the worst case over all problem instances x.
sivd S fidelity: Once again, no elementary formula for the

S fidelity is known, but we have proved that the determina-
tion of Fstab can be formulated as a convex optimization
problem, and thus Fstab can be efficiently determined numeri-
cally. As a result, Fstab can again be determined experimen-
tally, using process tomography. As with the S distance, Fpro

has an operational interpretation related to worst-case error
probabilities,

pe ø fÎpe
id + CstabsE,Udg2. s33d

min
x

Fsqx,pxd ù FstabsE,Ud . s34d

The notation here is the same as above, with the definition
CstabsE ,Ud;Î1−FstabsE ,Ud.

Which of these four error measures is the best? Our rec-
ommendation is necessarily tentative, for we do not yet have
a complete understanding of the properties of these mea-
sures. In particular, the discovery of simpler formulas for
calculating the measures or simpler procedures for measur-
ing them experimentally remain possibilities which could
make it necessary to reconsider their relative merits.

The fact that they all four measures obey the stability and
chaining criteria means that in all cases it is only necessary
to characterize the component processes in order to bound
the total error in a complex quantum information processing
task. This makes conceivable the idea of using these mea-
sures for assessing processes in large-scale systems.

One important difference between the measures is that the
S distance and S fidelity bound worst-case error probabilities,
as compared to the average-case error probabilities for which
the J distance and J fidelity provide bounds. This would
seem to be a significant advantage for the S distance and S

fidelity, since worst-case errors are usually of more interest
than the average case. On the other hand, given the linear
nature of quantum mechanics, it seems likely that in low
dimensions relatively tight ways may be found to use the
average errors to bound the worst-case errors.

The measure which is simplest to calculate is the J fidel-
ity, which has a simple formula, and is relatively easy to
determine experimentally compared with the other measures.
Unfortunately, this measure has the weakest operational in-
terpretation of the four. As well as being only related to the
average-case probability of error, our expression Eq. s29d
does not hold true for function computations where the ideal
case suffers an intrinsic error. For this reason we believe that
the J fidelity is of particular interest for early, proof-of-
principle experimental demonstrations, but that other mea-
sures with more desirable properties will eventually super-
sede it.
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The J distance has different strengths and weaknesses
than the J fidelity. On the one hand, it does allow the analysis
of function computations with intrinsic errors in the ideal
case. However, it requires a full process tomography to be
determined experimentally, it is not as easy to calculate, and
is still only related to average errors.

The S distance and S fidelity have the most attractive
operational interpretations, since they relate to worst-case er-
ror probabilities. Unfortunately, they are also more difficult
to determine experimentally than the J fidelity, requiring full
process tomography, and no elementary formula for either is
known. However, they are easy to calculate numerically, and
although full process tomography is a time-consuming task,
it is becoming a standard technique in quantum information
experiments.

On the basis of their compelling operational interpreta-
tions, and other attractive theoretical and experimental prop-
erties, we believe that the S distance and S fidelity are the
two best error measures, and should be used as the basis for
comparison of real quantum information processing experi-
ments to the theoretical ideal.

Is it possible to make a definite recommendation as re-
gards which of these two measures to use? At the moment,
we know of no convincing argument to choose one over the
other. For instance, it is straightforward to find examples of
different processes where either the S distance or the S fidel-
ity give the better bound in Eqs. s31d and s33d. Further work
on the relative merits of these measures is required before a
definitive choice can be made.

As a consequence, at the present time we believe that both
measures should be reported in experiments. Note that deter-
mining two measures rather than one imposes little addi-
tional burden on experimentalists, since determining either
measure requires sat presentd process tomography to be per-
formed, and once process tomography has been performed it
is straightforward to numerically calculate both measures.

Much work remains to be done. Tasks of obvious impor-
tance include sad obtaining closed-form formulas and simple
experimental measurement procedures for the S distance and
S fidelity, sbd finding procedures which can be used to cal-
culate experimental error bars for the S distance and S fidel-
ity, scd expressing the threshold condition for fault-tolerant
quantum computation and communication using the error
measures we have identified, and sdd extending our work so
that it applies to quantum operations which are not trace
preserving, such as those which arise naturally in certain
optical proposals for quantum computation f54,55g, where
measurements and post-selection are critical elements.

Broadening the scope, it would also be useful to develop
additional diagnostic measures, which could be used experi-
mentally to understand and improve specific aspects of a
process’s operation, while not being suitable as general-
purpose measures of how well a process has been performed.
An example of such a measure is the process purity, trsr«

2d,
which can be regarded as a measure of the extent to which a
quantum operation E maintains the purity of the quantum
state. Although this measure is easily seen to be deficient in
terms of the criteria developed in the introduction, and thus
is not suitable as a general-purpose measure, it may be useful
as a diagnostic measure that provides information about one
specific aspect of E’s performance.
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APPENDIX A: WORST-CASE PROOFS

1. Proof of worst-case stabilization

Let EQ and FQ be trace-preserving quantum operations
acting on a d-dimensional system Q. We will show, follow-
ing Ref. f10g, that DstabsEQ ,FQd is stable under the addition

of an arbitrary d8-dimensional system Q8, i.e, DstabsEQ ,FQd
=DstabsIQ8

^ EQ ,IQ8
^ FQd.

To see this, recall the definition of DstabsEQ ,FQd. We in-

troduce a fictitious d-dimensional ancillary system A, acted
upon by the identity operation IA. Then by definition
DstabsEQ ,FQd;DmaxsIA ^ EQ ,IA ^ FQd.

By definition of Dstab we see that DstabsIQ8
^ EQ ,IQ8

^ FQd is equal to DmaxsIB ^ IQ8
^ EQ ,IB ^ IQ8

^ FQd, where

IB acts as the identity on a d3d8-dimensional ancilla B.
Thus, to prove stability it suffices to show that the quantity
DmaxsIS ^ EQ ,IS ^ FQd is independent of the dimension of

the system S that IS acts on, provided S is at least d dimen-
sional.

To see this independence, let c be a state achieving the
maximum in DmaxsIS ^ EQ ,IS ^ FQd, with a Schmidt decom-

position c=o jc jue jluf jl, where ue jl are orthonormal states of
S, and uf jl is an orthonormal basis set for Q. Since Q is d

dimensional, the state c has at most d Schmidt coefficients,
and so we can restrict our attention to that d-dimensional
subspace of S spanned by the states ue jl with nonzero
Schmidt coefficients. We see that the maximum can be ob-
tained working only in this subspace, concluding the proof.

2. Proof of convex optimization property for Fstab

Our goal is to show that the problem of computing
Fstab can be reduced to the minimization of a convex
function defined on a convex set. To show this we intro-
duce a function, denoted FsrQ ,EQ ,FQd, where subscripts

indicate the system on which the variable is defined. The
value of FsrQ ,EQ ,FQd is defined to be the state fidelity

F(sIA ^ EQdscd , sIA ^ FQdscd), where A is an ancilla of at

least the same dimension as Q, and c is any purification of
rQ to AQ. It is easily verified that this definition is indepen-
dent of which purification c of rQ is used.

From this definition, it can be seen that the problem of
computing FstabsEQ ,FQd is equivalent to minimizing

FsrQ ,EQ ,FQd over all density matrices rQ of system Q.

Therefore, to prove that finding Fstab is a convex optimiza-
tion problem, we simply need to show that FsrQ ,EQ ,FQd is a

convex function of rQ, which takes values in a convex set.
To do this, let p j be probabilities, and let rQ

j be corre-
sponding states of the system Q, with purifications c j to a
system AQ. It is helpful to introduce another ancillary system
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A8 with an orthonormal basis ujl in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the index on the states rQ

j , and we define a state
ucl;o j

Îp jujluc jl of the joint system A8AQ. By observing
that ucl is a purification of o jp jrQ

j , we see that

FSo
j

p jrQ
j ,EQ,FQD = F„sIA8A ^ EQdscd,sIA8A ^ FQdscd… .

sA1d

We then apply the monotonicity of the fidelity scf. Sec. IIId
under decoherence in the ujl basis, giving

FSo
j

p jrQ
j ,EQ,FQD

øFSo
j

p jujlkju ^ sIA ^EQdsc jd,o
j

p jujlkju ^ sIA ^FQdsc jdD .

sA2d

Finally, applying some elementary algebra to simplify the
right-hand side, we obtain

FSo
j

p jrQ
j ,EQ,FQD ø o

j

p jFsrQ
j ,EQ,FQd , sA3d

which implies that FsrQ ,EQ ,FQd is convex in rQ, as desired.

A similar construction shows that the computation of Dstab

is equivalent to the maximization of a concave function over
a convex set, and thus is also a convex optimization problem,
with concomitant numerical benefits. The construction is suf-
ficiently similar that we omit the details.

APPENDIX B: APPLICATION TO QUANTUM

COMPUTING

1. Function computation in the worst case

Suppose E and F are real and ideal quantum operations,
respectively, that act on an input uxl, where x represents a
problem instance. E succeeds in computing the desired func-
tion fsxd with an error probability of at most pe, whereas F

succeeds with an sideald error probability of at most pe
id.

We wish to show

pe ø pe
id + DstabsE,Fd , sB1d

pe ø fÎpe
id + CstabsE,Fdg2. sB2d

To prove the first inequality sB1d, we introduce a quantum
operation M representing the process of measurement,
Msrd=oyuylkyuruylkyu, where the sum is over all possible

measurement outcomes y. Now observe that

pe = D„sM + Edsuxlkxud, ufsxdlkfsxdu… sB3d

øD„sM + Edsuxlkxud,sM + Fdsuxlkxud… + D„sM + Fdsuxl

3kxud, ufsxdlkfsxdu… sB4d

øD„Esuxlkxud,Fsuxlkxud… + pe
id, sB5d

where we used simple algebra in the first line, the triangle
inequality in the second line, and contractivity of trace dis-

tance and some simple algebra in the third line. The desired
result, Eq. sB1d, now follows from the definition of Dstab.

To prove the second inequality, Eq. sB2d, note that

pe = 1 − F„Esuxlkxud, ufsxdlkfsxdu… sB6d

=C„Esuxlkxud, ufsxdlkfsxdu…2 sB7d

øfC„Esuxlkxud,Fsuxlkxud… + C„Fsuxlkxud, ufsxdlkfsxdu…g2,

sB8d

where the first line follows from the definition of pe and
the state fidelity, the second line follows from the definition
of the metric Cs· , · d, and the third line follows from the

triangle inequality for Cs· , · d. The proof of Eq. sB2d is com-

pleted by noting that C(Esuxlkxud ,Fsuxlkxud)øCstabsE ,Fd and

C(Fsuxlkxud , ufsxdlkfsxdu)øÎpe
id.

2. Function computation in the average case

As in the worst case, E and F are real and ideal quantum
operations that act on an input uxl to compute a desired func-
tion fsxd. E succeeds with an average error probability p̄e,

whereas F succeeds with an average error probability p̄e
id.

The first steps in the proof of Eq. s21d are directly analo-
gous to the proof of Eq. s19d, resulting in the inequality

p̄e ø p̄e
id +

1

d
o

x

D„Esuxlkxud,Fsuxlkxud… , sB9d

where d is the total number of possible inputs x. Recall that

DprosE,Fd = D„sI ^ EdsFd,sI ^ FdsFd… , sB10d

where I acts on an ancilla which is a copy of the system E

and F act on, and uFl=oxuxluxl /Îd is a maximally entangled
state of the two systems. Now let M be a quantum operation
representing measurement on the ancilla system, defined
similarly to the definition of M just above. By contractivity
of the trace distance,

DprosE,Fd ù D„sM ^ EdsFd,sM ^ FdsFd… . sB11d

Elementary algebra gives

D„sM ^ EdsFd,sM ^ FdsFd… =
1

d
o

x

D„Esuxlkxud,Fsuxlkxud… .

sB12d

Combining these results, we obtain Eq. s21d.
As already remarked we have not found a natural

average-case analogue of Eq. s20d. However, if p̄e
id=0, i.e.,

our computation succeeds with probability one, then it is
possible to prove an average-case analogue. The result is

p̄e ø CprosE,Fd2 = 1 − FsE,Fd . sB13d

The proof uses very similar techniques to those used to es-
tablish Eqs. s21d and s20d, and is therefore omitted.

3. Sampling computation in the worst case

The quantum operation E is an imperfect attempt to repro-
duce the statistics of the ideal operation F which acts on an
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input uxl. Measured in the computational basis, F gives rise
to a distribution hpxsydj; px, whereas E gives a distribution

hqxsydj;qx.

The inequalities Eqs. s23d and s24d that we want to prove
may be stated as follows:

max
x

Dsqx,pxd ø DstabsE,Fd , sB14d

min
x

Fsqx,pxd ù FstabsE,Fd . sB15d

To prove the first inequality sB14d, let M again be a quan-
tum operation representing measurement in the computa-
tional basis. Note that for all x,

Dsqx,pxd = D„sM + Edsuxlkxud,sM + Fdsuxlkxud… sB16d

øD„Esuxlkxud,Fsuxlkxud… sB17d

øDstabsE,Fd , sB18d

where we used simple algebra in the first line, contractivity
in the second line, and the definition of Dstab in the third line.
An analogous argument can be used to establish the second
inequality sB15d.
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